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The Importance of Local Party Organization for
Democratic Governance
Michael Margolis

There is something almost quaint in these da)'S or big parties, big government,
and advertising agency politics about a political institution that conjures up
images of Boss Tweed, torchlight parades, and ward hcclcrs.-Frank Sorauf
(1%0:34)

If anything, traditional city and county party organizations have weakened
or become obsolete in the thirty odd years since Sorauf made the above
observation. At first blush, therefore, there is something almost quaint about
the political science profession's continued insistence that these local
organizations form the basis of a decentralized-albeit increasingly less so
party structure (Eldersveld 1964:9•10; 98•117; Gitelson et al 1984:76•97;
Keefe 1991:43•51; Sorauf and Beck 1988:72 ff and 483). Closer examination,
however, suggests that concern with the viability of local parties relates to a
broader concern with democratic theory. Indeed, it is bard to imagine
democratic governance in the United States in the absence of city or county
parties or the local political organizations that serve as their functional
equivalents.
The next section of this paper will elaborate upon the statements in the
previous paragraph. The third section will examine their implications for
conducting research on the roles of local political organizations in effecting
democratic governance. The final section will present tentative conclusions
and recommendations for research.
ii
The decline of local party organization over the course of the Twentieth
Century is well known. Some powerful city and county parties still survive,
but civil service reforms and court decisions have eliminated most party
This material is copyrighted (1993) and posted by permission of Rowman & Littlefield
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patronage; structural reforms, such as city managers. commissions, direct
primaries and nonpartisan elections, have weakened organizational control
over elected officials; and shifts of population and businesses from central
cities to suburbs have undercut the political and economic clout of big city
governments. New technologies, such as targeted direct mail and mass
communications, have changed most aspects of fundraising and electoral
organization from labor intensive to capital intensive activities, and the
necessity of maintaining two income families has drained much of the pool of
volunteers that local parties once called upon (Ginsberg 1984; Kayden 1989;
Callow 1976).
Years of perceived economic growth and prosperity; decreasing numbers
in fanning, manufacturing, and mining;
expansions in professional,
managerial, and service sectors; rising levels of general education and
diminished proportions of European immigrants in the population have all
encouraged Americans to see themselves as members of the middle class.
The homogenization and consolidation of news media have helped to
reinforce the dominant cultural themes of liberal individualism and to
disparage political organizations associated with programs that distribute
benefits to the working and lower classes. Over the past thirty years,
Americans' loyalty to and identification with the Democratic and Republican
Parties has diminished, while popular approval of the parties as organizations
has remained generally low. Extraordinary majorities-over 90 percent in
Wisconsin-endorse the notion that voters should select the best candidate,
regardless of his or her party (Miller and Traugott 1989:79 ff., 171 ff; Keefe
1991: 10-15).
If decentralized labor intensive party organizations are outmoded,
ineffectual, and generally unpopular, why not simply bid them goodbye--or
perhaps even good riddance? We might note that they are gradually being
displaced at the local level by personal organizations of public officeholders
and that national party organizations and (to a lesser extent) state
organizations are gradually taking over their other functions, such as
fundraising, candidate training, and preparation of campaign strategies,
information, and advertising. Public office holders and candidates no longer
need local party workers as intermediaries between themselves and the
electorate: using modem media they can contact people directly. By what
better means than through direct communication can citizens judge their
merits?
In these days when the comings, goings, and doings of presidents,
governors, and mayors receive disproportionately large news coverage relative
to the work of legislators, we sometimes forget that the political science
literature is replete with warnings that unmediated communication between
mass electorates and political elites-especially political executives-can form
the basis of tyranny. Modem dictators from Hitler through Castro have made
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great efforts to assure that their messages alone fill the mass media.
Intermediate groups that might represent independent sources of political
information are forbidden;
only those that reinforce the dictators'
communications arc allowed (Kornhauser 1959; Martin and Chaudhary 1983).
In Western democracies, competitive political parties are ordinarily well-suited
for the task of offering the citizenry independent political information.
Moreover, because their messages seek to mobilize mass followings, political
parties can provide some balance against powerful political elites whose
messages tend to dominate the mass media and whose values tend to pervade
the political culture:
Political parties, with all their well-known hum1111 and structural shortcomings, arc the
only devices thus far invented by the wit or Western man that, with some effectiveness,
generate countervailing coUcctivc power on behalf' of the many individuaDy powerless
against the relatively rew wbo are individually or organa.ationally powerful Their
disappearance as active intermediaries, if not as preliminary sacening devices, would
only entail the unchallenged ascendancy of the already powerful, unless new structures
of collective power were somehow developed lo replace them, and unless coaditions
in America's social structure and political culture came to be such that they could be
effectively used (Burnham 1969:20).

At the tum of the century prominent political scientists supported
structural reforms designed to weaken the influence of local political parties,
but since at least mid-century the mainstream of the profession has favored
strengthening the parties and making them more responsible to the electorate
(Holli 1976; American Political Science Association 1950). The central ideas
of the "responsible parties" model of governance call for the party
organizations to nominate alternative slates of candidates representing distinct
political programs, for the parties' candidates to attempt to carry out those
programs if elected, and for the voters to hold the parties responsible for the
successes or failures of those programs. In the parlance of our discipline, the
party organization links the party-in-the-electorate with the party-ingovemment.
Without responsible parties, theorists suggest, elections frequently become
exercises in demagoguery, and, once elected, most legislators have insufficient
means of forging the coalitions necessary to carry forward their political
programs. An executive-centered politics results: a politics dominated by
presidents, governors, and mayors, who command media attention, and are
buttressed by public administrators, who ally with well-heeled groups of
clientele. (See Bachrach 1967; Ginsberg 1986; Lowi 1979; Parenti 1988;
Mills 1956).
While some scholars have argued that a responsible parties model is
inappropriate for American politics, and some have even questioned the
extent to which such a model functions successfully in parliamentary systems,
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few, if any, have suggested that democratic governance can be effected
through direct interaction between individual voters and state or national
political executives. (Epstein 1980; Herring 1965; Cronin 1989; Magleby
1984). Democratic governance is generally thought to begin at the local level.
Here citizens can organize themselves to press their demands for programs
and services and to elect representatives to carry out those demands. Here
too, the scale of government is often not overwhelming nor is the distance
remote; moreover, the cost of entering politics is less exorbitant. Potentially,
citizens can engage in a rich exchange of ideas about public policy, a process
that can even be enhanced by use of the new media technologies (Abramson
et al. 1988; Arterton 1987; Dahl 1970; Barber 1984; Margolis 1979).
Viable local parties can function to facilitate such exchanges. While some
have argued that other local organizations can also fulfill that function, the
weakening of local party organizations is a cause for concern. (Crotty 1986;
Lawson and Merkl 1988; Truman 1951; Thomas 1986; but see Gibson et al.
1985 and 1989 for evidence of organizational vitality.)

Ill
Notwithstanding the independent and central role of political parties in
democratic governance modem scholarship suggests that American political
parties can fruitfully be described as dependent variables, responsive to social
and political forces over which they have little control. Local parties, in
particular, have had little direct control over the development of media that
facilitate mobilization of voters with capital intensive campaigns, the
population movements that have shrunk central cities, the rise of federal and
state bureaucracies that administer entitlement and tax benefits, the extension
of civil service protection to most municipal employees, the expansion of
direct primaries, the diminution of European immigration, the expansion of
the white middle class, the structural changes in the American economy, or
the persistence of public aversion to the political parties and to government
programs aimed at the less fortunate. (Callow 1976; Keefe 1991:1; Sorauf and
Beck 1988:496-97).
While national and (to a lesser extent) state party organizations seem to
be adapting successfully to modem circumstances, the "boss" ruled city and
county organizations have virtually disappeared. That is not to say that local
party organizations no longer function. To the contraty, since the late 1970s
they seem to have revived somewhat. (Costikyan 1976). But with the possible
exception of the second coming of Mayor Daley to Chicago, there has been
little evidence of their resurrection as power centers in the party "stratarchy"
(Gibson ct al. 1985 and 1989).
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Moreover, local party organizations appear to have lost political clout.
How many citizens seeking help to deal with neighborhood or family
problems, or even to secure government services, now tum to their local party
committee member or precinct captain? Local party organizations generally
have neither the funds nor the followings to sway public officials. Their
influence over state and national party organizations is questionable; resources
now flow mostly from the top down. Often, local party organizations cannot
even control nominations within their own bailiwicks. Nor do they manage
to "aggregate" local interests very well, let alone to offer the voters alternative
party programs.
Nevertheless, local parties may still have something to offer candidates. By
law, they arc usually required to provide a captain or committee member for
every voting district, and their imprimaturs still resonate with many voters.
Llke aging madams of once proud bawdyhouscs, they sell their fading
establishments' services to anyone who pays the price of winning a primary
election.' Studies suggest that compared to the old-fashioned political
machine, the revived local organizations tend to be dominated by public
office-holders and peopled by activists drawn from higher occupational strata
than those of most patronage employees. Material motives have evolved from
securing patronage jobs to securing "honest graft" in the fonn of preferments
for contractors or licensees; lawyers and insurers find they can also make
useful business contacts; and those ambitious for public office can cultivate
potential supporters. For others, local party activity still provides an array of
solidary satisfactions, and for some it provides a means of working for
particular candidates or for general or specific policy outcomes. (Callow
1976; Margolis and Owen 1985; Sorauf and Beck 1988: 83-91, 102-13; Ware
1985).
Of course, the above remarks contain a good deal of conjecture. As Frank
Sorauf (1990) points out in a recent issue of Vox Pop, we lack sufficient data
on the thousands of local party organizations to make statistically confident
generalizations. To carry out a research agenda like the one he outlines to
fill the gaps in our knowledge, however, would (admittedly) require a
monumental collection of interviews, observations, and documents that would
dwarf any of our previous or current efforts. To contemplate such a large
undertaking raises the question of whether learning so much about local party
organizations is worth the price, especially if these organizations are becoming
weak and subservient.
This brings us back to consideration of the role that responsible local party
organizations are supposed to play in democratic governance. The
responsible parties model calls for local parties to engage in certain activities,
such as precinct organization, program development, candidate recruitment,
campaign management, and communication between the electorate and
government officials. One way of evaluating the applicability of the model,
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therefore, would be to mount studies designed to assess how effectively local
party organizations carry out these activities. Such assessments, however,
would seem to ignore the possibility that for reasons beyond their immediate
control, traditional local party organizations can no longer perform these
activities efficiently. That is, such assessments presume that local parties arc
independent rather than dependent variables.
If we decide to study democratic governance at the local level without
presuming that local party organizations arc the independent variables, then
our perspective changes. Instead of starting with the organization and
membership of local parties, we can begin by focusing on the processes that
democratic theorists suggest arc critical for effecting democratic governance.
For example, how do citizens find information about local policy concerns?
How do they make their demands or preferences known to local public
officials? By what organized means, if any, are citizens able to consider policy
alternatives? How are candidates recruited for local public office? How are
funds raised for electoral campaigns? How are the campaigns managed?
What arc the critical factors in determining electoral outcomes?
This perspective provides the advantage of focusing upon questions of
democratic governance that extend beyond the locality in which a study takes
place. It provides a broad theoretical framework for what might otherwise be
characterized as just another isolated case study. At the same time, it should
generate information on the performance of parties in the local political
environment Basically, it allows us to investigate who (or which groups) carry
out the functions putatively performed by traditional local party organizations.
If local parties still perform these functions, our investigation will show it At
the same time the investigation will disclose the extent to which other political
organizations, such as neighborhood, ethnic, or civic groups carry them out.
Finally, the investigation will show the extent to which wealthy individuals,
major employers, bureaucrats, media moguls, political executives, state or
national party organizations perform these critical functions.

iv
In contrast to the general electorate, political scientists display an unusual
degree of affection for the American political parties. Our textbooks still

describe the parties as decentralized organizations with widely dispersed
powers. Notwithstanding mounting evidence of the declining prowess of local
party organizations, they still characterize local parties as powerful elements
in a rather disorderly general party organization that is "stratarchical" rather
than hierarchical (Gitelson et at. 1984:76-77; Keefe 1991:43-49; Sorauf and
Beck 1988:128-30). This essay has argued that far from being quaintly
nostalgic, the special concern shown for local party organizations relates to
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broader concerns of democratic theory. Without parties or their functional
equivalents to organize and empower the masses, wealthy elites who dominate
the social and economic order find little to prevent them from also
dominating the governmenL
Nonetheless, political, social, and economic changes throughout the
Twentieth Century have buffeted American political parties and gradually
made the traditional local party organization outmoded. National and state
party organizations appear to have adjusted to the changes more easily than
local party organizations, and as consequence, their influence has increased
relative to that of local parties. Scholars disagree, however, over the extent
to which local party organizations still manage to function responsibly and
effectively. Much of the disagreement stems from the fact that we lack
sufficient data to generalize with confidence about the thousands of local
party organizations in the United States. Yet the cost of collecting sufficient
data to resolve the disagreement is daunting, and we have no assurance that
knowing more about local parties will be worth the price, particularly if these
organizations tum out to be weak and ineffectual.
The research strategy suggested, therefore, focuses upon the functions that
democratic theorists have ascribed to responsible local party organizations
rather than upon the organizations per se. By treating party as just one of
many local variables, this strategy encourages examination of alternative
models of local democratic governance in which organizations other than local
political parties are critical. At the same time, it does not prevent us from
recognizing when active and effective local party organizations perform the
functions in question or when less democratic elites are in control. Finally,
because it proceeds from a broad theoretical framework into which scholars
can fit case studies, the strategy might encourage more party scholars to
devote their energies to the study of local politics.

Notes
1. How often do party organiz.ations publicly repudiate a candidate before or after a
primary? Even the nomination ofl..aRouchitcs to the Democratic ticket in Illinois or a recently
retired leader of the Klu Klux Klan lo the Republican ticket in Louisiana were apparantly not
enough to stir party officials. It was Stevenson, not party officials, who refused to tolerate a
ticket that tied the party to the LaRouchites. While the Republican National Party has officially
disowned David Duke, I am unaware of any concerted effort by Louisiana Republican Party
officials or organi7.Btions to repudiate him.
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